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Part Ⅰ About the product 

4 functional Modes 

This skin scrubber has 4 function modes to make your skin clean and smooth. 

Deep cleansing mode by penetrating your skin into about 3-5 mm depth and 

cleaning skin pore effectively; Smoothing massage mode by improving skin 

absorption capacity to Anti-Age, Anti-Wrinkle and reduce wrinkles. Keep 

the skin wet at all times when using it. 

• Sonic Vibration Cleansing 

Adopt the advanced sonic vibration technology, the skin spatula will product 

a lateral vibration of 24,000 times per minute on the skin and a longitudinal 

vibration of 12,000 times per minute, which shocks the waste keratin and oil. 

• Nutrition Leading-in 

Compared to traditional cleansing,  skin scrubber, applicable on most parts of 

your face, not only helps you effectively cleanse your pore, pop out the dirt 

and gunk, but also enables your face skin to absorb nutrition better, giving 

you a stunning and smoothing face. 

• Lift and Tighten Your Face 

The massage mode will enhance your face blood circulation and effectively 

eliminate your wrinkles and lift your face. The skin scrubber pore cleaner 

works better together with skin care products such as deep cleansing oil, 

cleaning foam, toner, essential oil, essence cream, etc. Beauty results from 

lasting care. 

• High-Quality and Best Guarantee 

Made of premium material and ultra-thin shape, the skin scrubber pore 

cleaner is USB rechargeable and convenient to carry.   
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Part Ⅱ Panel and suggested course 

 

***Cleansing Care  

Peeling mode (with facial cleaning/cleansing) 

1. Wet the face with warm water, use cleanser to make foam, and then use the 

instrument to clean 

2. Click on the boot, swift to peeling mode 

3. The shovel faces inwards, the shovel heads down, clings to the skin, and follows 

the opposite direction of pores. Slowly move the shovel head to clean for 3 

minutes. 

 

***Deep Cleansing 

Clean+ Mode (with toner / lotion) 

1. Apply proper toner or lotion to your face 

2. Press the swift key to select the Clean+ mode 

3. The shovel faces inwards, the shovel heads down, clings to the skin, and follows 

the opposite direction of pores. Slowly move the shovel head to clean for 3 

minutes. Rinse the face with warm water. 

 

***Nutrition Import 

Clean- Mode (with essence / emulsion / mask) 

1. Rub the face with a proper essence / lot 
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2. Press the swift key to select the Clean- mode 

3. Scrabble face facing out, shovel head up, close to the skin, follow the direction of 

pores. Slowly move the shovel head to clean for 3 minutes 

 

***Smooth Massage 

Lifting Mode (with compact cream) 

1. Keep your face moist 

2. Press swift key to select  Lifting mode 

3. Scrabble face facing out, shovel head up, close to the skin, follow the direction of 

pores. Slowly move the shovel head to massage the skin for 3 minutes 

 

Part Ⅲ Specification 

Products Name Skin Scrubber 

Model number M-130 

Power 3W 

Li-on battery 3.7V,500mAH 

charging time 2-3 hours 

working time 1.5 hours continious use 

products size 175*43*14MM 

product weight 78G 

 


